
Mirror-image Perceptions – mutual views 
often held by conflicting people, as when each 
side see itself as ethical and peaceful and views 
the other side as evil and aggressive.
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Superordinate goals – shared goals that 
unite groups in a common cause to override 
differences

“The enemy of my enemy is my friend.”
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Social Trap – a situation in which the 
conflicting parties, by each rationally 
pursuing their self-interest, become 
caught in mutually destructive behavior.

Tragedy of the Commons

Cold War

Missile Game
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Social Relations-

Attractiveness

 Mere Exposure Effect
 repeated exposure to novel stimuli increases liking of 

them

 Conceptions of attractiveness vary by culture
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Social Relations

 Passionate Love

 an aroused state of intense positive 
absorption in another

 usually present at the beginning of a 
love relationship

 Companionate Love

 deep affectionate attachment we feel 
for those with whom our lives are 
intertwined 5



Social Relations

 Equity

 a condition in which people receive from a 
relationship in proportion to what they give to 
it

 Self-Disclosure

 revealing intimate aspects of oneself to 
others

 Altruism

 unselfish regard for the welfare of others
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Social Relations

 Bystander Effect

 tendency for 
any given 
bystander to be 
less likely to 
give aid if other 
bystanders are 
present
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8vVjDkyH3Q


Social Relations

 Social Exchange Theory

 the theory that our social behavior is 
an exchange process, the aim of 
which is to maximize benefits and 
minimize costs
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Social Relations

 Graduated and Reciprocated Initiatives 
in Tension-reduction (GRIT)

 a strategy designed to decrease 
international tensions

 one side announces recognition of mutual 
interests and initiates a small conciliatory act

 opens door for reciprocation by other party
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Standard of Beauty

People are attracted to people who are 
“deemed” beautiful based on their cultural 
standards.

American Women – Thin, Blonde Hair, Blue 
Eyes, Hourglass Shape 

Some African Culture – Wide Hips, Dark 
Complexion, Dark Eyes

Matching Effect

We tend to marry or date someone who 
resembles our own level of beauty 10


